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FTSE 100 5,500

VIX 33

FTSE 100 7,532

Resistance 7,685

Support 7,205

VIX 25%

S&P 500 4,108

Gold $1,853

GBP/EUR 1.1703

GBP/USD 1.2573

Introduction:
After two years cooped up in their homes, consumers have been anxious to get back out and enjoy the 
travel and services they have been missing. In anticipation of a guest surge, airlines have added routes and 
flights, hotels have ramped up promotional packages, and restaurants have revitalised their menus for 
consumers anxious to put aside the home cooking. In a fully employed economy with rising wages, and 
with savings supplemented by past stimulus and reduced commuting costs, consumers should be more than 
ready to make up for missed time. But an unwelcome traveller, namely inflation, has booked passage. Many 
consumers are devoting much of their disposable income to food, fuel, and shelter, leaving scarce resources 
for discretionary goods and services such as travel and leisure.
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Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include 
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top. Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering 
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the 
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be 
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view. 

Our allocation to the stock market remains at equalweight. Literally everything seems to be 
going against the stock market. Rising yields across the curve, a strong dollar, surging crude oil prices and 
rising interest rates. Oh, and let’s not forget about the war, continued supply issues and stubborn inflation. 
Did we miss anything? Ah, yes. A breakdown in mega-growth stocks, an absolute collapse in hyper-growth 
stocks, a massive drawdown in cryptos, and broad economic worries. 

Nonetheless, we look for the market to steady into mid-year as the supply chain crisis moderates, inflation 
stabilises and investors “get used to” rising rates. Measures of the economy such as PMIs, durable goods 
orders, industrial production and small-business confidence remain positive even as growth has moderated 
from the pandemic-recovery phase. And so far, the earnings season has been modestly better than expected. 
Another silver lining has been a broadening in the spread between yields on the two-year and 10-year 
Treasury notes, or the “twos-10s spread.”

Will the trend in stocks disconnected from what’s going on in the broad economy continue, or must they 
reconcile at some point? We feel it is unlikely that stocks will receive the all-clear from here; too many 
underwater investors will first need to “sell this rally” or the next one and partially recoup losses. If the 
economy can demonstrate that recession is not a medium-term threat, however, stocks may have put in 
their bottom.
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Market Outlook (cont):
We expect the entire yield curve to move higher in 2022 and subsequent years. Any sign of a truce between 
Ukraine and Russia would likely allow interest rates to moderate; but a truce seems unlikely anytime soon. 
The developing Russian quagmire in Ukraine is reminiscent of the USSR’s struggles in Afghanistan and is 
raising the prospect of a grinding and destructive war of artillery exchanges.

We would, however, remain positioned in the stock market across 2022, with a willingness to ride out near-
term volatility in pursuit of long-term gains.
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Recommended Investment:
Belong Limited 4.5% 20/06/2026
Following increased expectations of rising interest rates, the corporate bond market has seen many issues 
falling back towards par and is worth a look at for those seeking income. 

Established in 1991, Belong Limited is a registered charity that aims to provide high quality, person-centred 
care, accommodation and ancillary services to older people. The vision of the Charity is to create village 
communities enabling older people to live the lives they choose and, in particular, to enable people living 
with dementia to retain choice and independence over as many areas of their lives as possible. The Charity 
has won awards for its contribution to the care industry (such as the Best Care Provision at the 2021 
Health Investor Seniors Housing Awards), including several awards at the British Care Awards.

The Belong villages provide a full spectrum of care, from respite care to end of life care, enabling the 
Charity to support older people as their needs change. This includes 24-hour support, specialist day care, 
gyms equipped with state-of-the-art technology and personal instructors, restaurants, beauty salons as 
well as a programme of events and activities. All its regulated services are rated ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’. It 
currently operates seven care villages in Atherton, Crewe, Macclesfield, Manchester, Newcastle, Wigan and 
Warrington. 

The principal source of income of the Charity is the fees paid by its customers in return for the accommodation 
and services. These fees (which average £1,184 per week) cover daily living support, including nursing or 
dementia care when applicable, accommodation, food and drink, and activities. These fees are benchmarked 
annually and reviewed in line with services, investment and inflation. Its current average occupancy rate is 
94.4%. In the year to 2022, the Charity made a net surplus of £3.2m on a turnover of £17m.

In our view, Belong is a safe credit. The issue is unsecured, but the bond does contain financial covenants 
whereby the Charity must ensure that as at each testing date, its net asset value is at least 130% of the 
total unsecured debt of the group. 

The bonds trade on the London Stock Exchange in multiples of just £100 and pay its 4.5% coupon in two 
semi-annual instalments in arrears on 20th June and 20th September every year up to their maturity in 
2026. Considering the issue is returning almost three times that of the benchmark 2026 Treasury Gilt (1.6% 
GRY), the issue looks decent value for those investors with a lower risk profile. Buy.
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Tweet of the Month:
“Some ‘defensive’ stocks have done terribly badly recently, which shows that it’s hard to spot defensives”

Some apparently defensive stocks aren’t defensive after all. That’s the message of the collapses in the share 
prices of companies with significant interests in Russia such as Eurasia Mining, Petropavlovsk and Polymetal. 
Until recently, these shares had low betas; they tended not to covary much with moves in the All-Share 
index. They were, by that measure, defensive. Of course, they were risky in another sense; doing business 
in Russia is dangerous even in peacetime. But these risks were only lightly correlated with ordinary market 
risks - hence their low betas.

It’s unclear that a different approach to defensive stock-picking would have avoided this. Yes, some ethi-
cal investors would have steered clear of Russian-linked stocks for years. But they may also have avoided 
military stocks such as BAE Systems or commodity producers such as Shell or Rio Tinto, which have risen 
so far this year. Which gives us a problem. Neither statistics, nor ethical considerations can reliably tell us 
what actually will be a defensive share.

This is a problem for investors. A defensive stock is one that holds up well when the market falls. But which 
precise stocks these will be depends upon why the market falls. Arms stocks, for example, have done well 
recently, but they are not always defensive simply because economic downturns that hurt the market often 
also cut governments’ demand for arms, not least by cutting the oil price. Similarly, before 2020 transport 
stocks were seen as relatively defensive, but they became riskier during the pandemic. And before 2007 
banks, mortgage lenders and housebuilders were not seen as especially risky, until the financial crisis called 
into question their very existence.

Just because a stock has been defensive in the past, therefore, does not mean it will be so in the future. 
In this sense, defensives are riskier than they seem. But here’s the good news. On average and over the 
long run, investors are rewarded for taking on these risks. Even after their terrible performance, defensive 
shares have still beaten the market over longer periods – by just under one percentage point per year.

By contrast, other types of risk do not pay off. High-beta shares (those which carry lots of market risk) do 
badly on average. And risky Aim stocks have for years underperformed the main market.

It is in this respect that defensive shares are unusual. Their virtue is perhaps not that they are always less 
risky than other stocks. It is that we are at least on average compensated for taking those risks. Which is 
more than can be said for many segments of the market.
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Economics:
Queen Elizabeth II’s Platinum Jubilee should provide a boost to Britain’s beleaguered retail and tourism 
sectors. The UK government said more than 200,000 local events and street parties were expected to 
be held across the country over the four holiday. VisitBritain, which promotes British tourism, said the 
celebrations could bring in some £1.2 billion to the economy. Co-op is expecting to sell 500,000 sausages 
and 400,000 packets of crisps and Morrisons is doing a roaring trade in bunting, flags and beer. At the same 
time, hotels and restaurants as well as tourist activities that were hit badly during the pandemic will benefit. 
The extra-long weekend will likely see a drop in productivity, as flag-waving, parties and barbecues replace 
hours punching keyboards and on factory floors. The Golden Jubilee celebrations in 2002 saw production 
fall by 5.4%, and it dipped again in 2012 for the queen’s 60th anniversary. However, any drop in productivity 
is likely to be temporary with productivity expected to bounce back the following month. 

The eurozone economy continued to expand at a strong rate in May as recently-relaxed pandemic 
restrictions supported a sustained uplift in activity levels. The main driver behind the expansion was the 
eurozone’s service sector, as continuing supply-side disruptions, the war in Ukraine, and subdued demand 
for goods restrained manufacturing-output growth. The eurozone composite purchasing managers index 
fell to a four-month low of 54.8 in May from 55.8 in April. The near-term outlook of the eurozone economy 
will therefore depend on the extent to which a fading tailwind of pent-up demand can offset the headwinds 
of geopolitical uncertainty amid the Ukraine war, supply-chain disruptions and the rising cost of living, with 
the latter likely exacerbated by tightening monetary conditions.

The US economy continued to see healthy job growth in May, indicating the labour market is still strong 
despite growing fears of a recession amid sky-high inflation and an increasingly aggressive Federal Reserve.  
Employers added 390,000 jobs in May, beating the 328,000 jobs forecast by Refinitiv economists. The 
unemployment rate, meanwhile, held steady at 3.6%, the lowest level since February 2020. The strong 
May figures will only encourage the Federal Reserve to stick to its course of more aggressive monetary 
tightening, as inflation remains near a 40-year high. The Fed’s increasingly hawkish stance will likely create 
new burdens for businesses. Hiking interest rates tends to create higher rates on consumer and business 
loans, which slows the economy by forcing employers to cut back on spending. A growing number of Wall 
Street firms, including Bank of America, Deutsche Bank and Fannie Mae, are now forecasting an economic 
recession in the next two years.

Quote of the Month:
“Every time you borrow money, you’re robbing your future self ” - Nathan W. Morris

Nathan W. Morris is a personal finance expert who spreads his knowledge through writing, speaking and 
coaching finance. He is an advocate for debt-free living which we can tell from this quote. Borrowing money 
that you don’t have today means that you are going to disable your future self from spending money you 
would’ve had if you didn’t have to pay back a loan. It is very easy to avoid debt through reverse strategy. 
Don’t disable your future self from using money, disable your current self from buying unnecessary things 
in order to save for your future self. Build up your savings and you will always be able to “borrow” money 
from yourself with a zero interest rate. This principle is one of the keys to achieving financial freedom.
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain

The January Barometer 
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, 
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the 
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the 
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year.  Judging by the first 5 days, 2021 is likely to be a 
positive year for the stock markets.

June 
June is the 2nd worst performing month, rising just 45% of all the years in June, with an average return of 
-0.3%. There is only one month since 1984 where the market has an average return of below zero - the 
month of September. In an average June the market starts strong, hitting its month high on the second or 
third trading day, but prices then drift down steadily for the rest of the month, although the market ends 
the month on a positive note - the last trading day is the second strongest in the year.

Second Quarter 
The FTSE 100 has risen 24 of the 38 years between 1984 and 2021 posting an average gain of 1.5%.

Sell in May and go away; don’t come back till St Leger Day 
Historically, this is the worst time of the year. Since 1966 to 2009, the FTSE All-Share has returned an 
average of just 0.6% between May Day and Halloween (it is known as the Halloween effect in the US) 
compared with 7.9% between Halloween and May Day. Some investors, therefore, tend to reduce exposure 
to the stock market from May. Our pagan ancestors knew this, which is why Beltane is a time of festivity 
(where people look ahead to fertility, plenty and joy) while Samhain marks the beginning of the “darker 
half ” of the year. In March & April lighter evenings and warmer days cheer us up, which makes us more 
willing to take risks such as buying shares. So prices rise to high levels, which are difficult to sustain over 
the summer. In the autumn the darker nights make us gloomier, with the result that prices fall to low levels 
from which they recover.

Second-Year US Presidential Cycle 
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then 
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is 
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses, 
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.

Chinese New Year - Year of the Ox 
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12-year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, 
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The 
best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been 
the rooster and snake.  Statistically speaking, the Year of the Ox has seen an average return of 12.3% in previous 
years. As the Year of the Ox is related to water and metal, from a feng shui perspective, industries linked to these 
two natural elements, such as shipping and mining, are forecast to do well.
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Technical Analysis: 
With the ADX at 15, the FTSE 100 is in no discernible trend. There is a bullish bias, as evidenced by the 
upward-sloping 200-day moving average as well as the RSI lying at 66%. However, in the short-term, we see 
the market trading within a tight range between the upper and lower bollinger bands, lying at 7,685 and 
7,205 respectively. Considering we are in the second-weakest month of the year, we see it more likely that 
the lower bollinger will be tested. Even then, strong resistance will be found at the 200-day moving average 
lying at 7,330.
             
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading 

improves” – John Murphy
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Chart Legend:

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below 
30).  Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).

ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend 
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance. 
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).

20 day moving average       
50 day moving average
200 day moving average 

(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

(signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
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Investment Calendar:
9th June  ECB Meeting
14th June  FOMC Meeting
   Full Moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time
16th June  MPC Meeting
17th June  Options Expiry Day
23rd June  ECB Meeting
29th June  New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)   
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